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ThTTe Lebone
KARATE Gashku in Durban, a once in a lifetime experience!

The weekend of 5 to 8 May 2012 won’t easily be forgotten. Twelve of our young karateka had the wonderful opportunity to attend a Karate Gashku in Durban. This experience made all their hard work in the dojo worth its
while.
There are so many people who played a role in making this weekend such a memorable one so to Hanshi Richard Salmon, founder of Budo Kai karate and currently head of Budo Karate Do which our club affiliates to, Shihan
Kelvin Daniels from Highway karate in Durban, Sensei Kim Heaton and the Kloof and Watercrest Round tables we
don’t have words to thank you enough but please know that every minute of the weekend spent with you was
enjoyed to the fullest.
Saturday was a long but rewarding day of Karate training under different instructors through which the kids
learned so much and definitely gained a lot of motivation to work hard on their karate skills to one day be able to
put that high valued black belt around their waists.
Sunday was the day all were waiting for, we had a karate training session on the beach and this was definitely a
once in a lifetime experience. For the kids to see the sea for the first time in their lives and to feel the sand between their toes and then to have the experience to train in the most beautiful Dojo in the world was an experience that will stay with them for the rest of their lives.
After our beach experience we were spoiled with an afternoon at Ushaka Marine World; here the children saw
all the wonderful sea creatures hosted in this magnificent aquarium, enjoyed the dolphin show and played out
every bit of energy left in them at the Wet ‘n Wild water park.
With satisfied and happy hearts we left the sea behind and took the long road back to Bloem on Monday morning. We just realized how privileged we are to have sensei Luzette Herbst with us to make all this possible.

Shoes, but not only any shoes, shoes from AMERICA
Barbara Ramsdell and a group of girls at her school back in America had a wonderful initiative amongst them, they raised funds and bought each of our children a pair of shoes. Not only did they work hard to raise the funds but they also
went to buy the shoes themselves and posted them to us here in South Africa.
The excitement was at an explosive level when we handed out the shoes to the
kids and the mere idea that they were bought and sent all the way from America made these shoes not just any pair of shoes, but SHOES from AMERICA!
The girls want to continue their relationship with our Lebone children by starting a
pen pal project which is also a very exciting venture for both the girls in America
and our girls here at Lebone.
Thank you Barbara and each one of you back in America for your hard work in
pulling off the shoe initiative but also for you wonderful and generous hearts, may
you enjoy just as many blessing as you bestow on us.

SPLASH 2012, Zoe shows REAL heart

Our annual SPLASH fundraising event was filled
with lots of Splashing excitement and success
once again this year. The swimmers consisted of
some of our regular SPLASH swimmers and there
were quite a few swimmers who swam for the first
time. It is exciting to see the SPLASH family grow
every year.
This year there was a brave little girl who needs
special mentioning, Zoe Coetzee, 5 years old
took the place of her mom and dad who have
been Splash swimmers every year since Splash
started. She swam an astonishing number of
lengths and through this amazing effort raised the
second highest amount of money at this years’
event. It is clear that the apple doesn’t fall far
from the tree and that mom and dad has major
competition in the swimming pool in future.
We want to thank Clint Bailey, our SPLASH coordinator, each and every swimmer, sponsor and
spectator who helped in making this event a successful one once again. We look forward to see
you at the pool at our next SPLASH.

Birthday party, fun times

Birthday party time is one of the most favorite times at
Lebone Edu Centre. The little ones just love feeling special on their party day not to mention the excitement
and enjoyment of the birthday cake, candles and presents.
We are happy that we are able to give them some special times like these.

Through Rotary Lebone can grow some more
The Bloemfontein Rotary club blessed us with 2 new tunnels for our Clivia house
and vegetable production. Our Clivia nursery is flourishing under the expert
care of Attie van der Colf and Prof Daan Wessels who volunteer their time
and energy every Tuesday to ensure the Clivias are flourishing. The Clivia
House is covered with blue shade cloth which stimulates the Clivia’s growth
and once the new vegetable tunnel is covered our vegetable production will
get a big boost.
Through this great gift from Rotary we will be able to feed more hungry and
needy people and it just makes us realize once again how blessed we are to
have so many volunteers and organizations involved in our Village to make it
possible to fulfill the calling of Lebone, by being able to give back hope and
dignity to those who need it.

Miracles
From wreck to miracle
We witness many miracles at Lebone daily and thus decided to put in a new section in our newsletter namely
our Miracle section.
In this issue we want to share our transport miracle story with you. Our Siyaya combi which we used to drive the
kids to school with got stolen from our garage. Lulu contacted all the Free State radio stations to broadcast it and
10 ‘o clock the next morning after Lesedi broadcasted the story a police officer from Wepener phoned Lulu informing her that they arrested the thieves early that morning and that our combi was at the police station in
Wepener. Filled with gratitude and excitement John and Willem drove to Wepener to fetch the combi with a
lowbed trailer, because the steering wheel and ignition was damaged during the theft
On their way back in the rain the wheel of the trailer broke and the trailer jack knifed, pushed them off the road,
the combi broke loose from the low bed, flipped off the trailer and was written off BUT miraculously the Discovery
Willem and John was driving stood firm and none of them was injured.
Now you might ask the question, yes, a miracle but with so much damage….the story is not finished yet. Through
this God provided in abundance, through two donors we were able to buy a 22 seater Volkswagen crafter bus,
what a HUGE blessing! The trailer company from which we rented the trailer kept us liable for the damage to the
trailer, but after the owner visited Lebone and Willem showed him around and he saw what Lebone is all about
he decided to write off the damage.
This is just one of so many instances in which we experience the grace and mercy of our Lord and Saviour here at
Lebone.
All we can say is God is our PROTECTER, He is our PROVIDER and He goes BEFORE us! He is the God of MIRACLES!
We are looking forward to sharing another miracle story with you in our next issue.

Prayer Requests:
Praise the Lord for daily miracles
To secure funding in the current economic climate is a huge challenge, please
pray for favor for funding for the daily expenses at Lebone.

Alzheimers training, making a difference

Beauty and the Beast in a real theatre

The Alzheimers foundation of South Africa implanted some much needed knowledge into our
Lebone community with the presentation of a
weeklong training course on Alzheimers.
Many times Alzheimers patients are not receiving
the correct care and right understanding from
their family and communities because communities lack knowledge about this disease. We believe and trust that the knowledge that was
transferred during this training course will better
the understanding of Alzheimers and will help to
better the understanding and care of Alzheimer
sufferers in our local community.

Sonja Krohn from Helen O’ Grady Drama Academy
who comes to Lebone once a week to give a group
of our children drama classes made it possible for
them to attend a real production in the Sand du Plessis Theatre in Bloemfontein. Beauty and the Beast suddenly got a whole new meaning to our young actors
when they experienced this impressive production.
Our young actors realized that there is a big and exciting acting and performing world out there and
that they might even be able to make a future out of
acting one day. Sonja, thank you for all the effort and
time put in to make this a reality to our kids.

Join Lebone Village on Facebook

To find out more about us or how you can get involved please
contact: Tel: +2751 526 1442 or visit our website.
www.lebonevillage.com

